GANTZ JUMPCHAIN [SK anon] 0.1 skellington's barebones

Writers block in shaman King oing this one for a while

YO: ayylmao hunters ctahastrophe naked guy in a ball etc

Rule: if you end up in the alien hunting thing you get a week to be “revived” you won’t be cloned

ORIGINS

Drop-in
Hunter
Ayy lmao

LOCATION

1. Japan
2. North Merica
3. South merica
4. Europe
5. Straya
6. Giga ayy lmaos ship
7. Free pick

AGE AND GENDER

Same as before, pay 100 to adjust both

PERKS/SKILLS/ETC

Good at shooting

Good at cutting

Used to gore: Either by desensitization with the artificial stuff or just having lived through it too many times, you are no longer truly impressed by carnage. You can keep a straight face and a cool head where most people would freeze, vomit or panic.

Common sense punch: you have acquired the rare ability to instill common sense. It largely boosts to the logical deducting ability, makes easier to look past lies and deceit, as well accepting reality. With this you can get through sceptics pointing out that the burning of a building cannot be part of a
filming or that someone is obviously lying appealing to their desperation. It comes with the form of a slap or similar but can be used by talk to a reduced effect.

**Techy:**

**Martial arts:** competence in a martial arts style resembling Chinese Bājíquán, a Chinese martial art that features explosive, short-range power and is famous for its elbow strikes.

**Big SOB:** You are about two heads taller than the average and though enough to get up and walt to a hospital after being run over.

**Good at hiding:** Be it in plain sight, in the middle of skirmish or just plainly waiting in a hole you become less noticeable to the general population.

**“vampire” nanomachines:** The vampires are a result of numerous nanomachines within the human body, giving them super-human reflexes and strength, they also seem to be able to store weapons in their bodies. However, The UV radiation found in sunlight is lethal to the vampires, though there is special medicine that makes them immune, very uncommon due to its exorbitant cost.

Vampires are able to survive on a regular human diet, but get weaker and have a bat-wings-shaped eczema on their back if no human blood is consumed.

**PMS PSY:** through a tiny, quick and almost painless brain surgery (likely done by some guy you met on the internet) you have unlocked your telekinetic potential. However, this has downsides. This power will damage your brain and internal organs over time, and straining will hasten the process. You would need a way to repair the damage in order to surpass its relatively low limits but a breakthrough will come with great power.

()Ayy LMAO

Well, it seems you are not human after all. You seem to be an extraterrestrial that came to earth in search of refuge, leading a secretive life among (or out of) the populace (or as a statue, or in a hole somewhere). Even though this puts you at odds with the rest of the world you still get some sweet capabilities depending on what kind of alien are you.

**Tanaka bird alien:** bigass crow. Needs a breather in earth atmosphere

**Buddha statue:**

**Miou:** big-though-strong

xxxxxxxxxxx
Dinosaur alien

Triceratops: Can go bipedal. Can increase muscle mass.

T-Rex: Can shoot fireballs (like Dark souls forbidden sun thingy kinda like hadouken)

Skeleton T-Rex: Spooky

Raptor: fast. Sharp tail

Brachiosaur: big. Head and tail are just non-vital weapons with blades, neck whip is fast.

Ring alien: huge ass alien on horse. Looks like the LOR nazgul

“oni”: a race of aliens that have taken refuge on earth. Their original forms are more resembling of Japanese ogres/demons. Apart from physical prowess they are of the few aliens that can actually blend with the human population.

“oni” ”boss”: Some of these aliens develop psychic-like power, from pyroquinesis to electroquinesis. You have a minor way of these.

European statue:

Cherub: fly though strong

Modern art: float though strong

God statue: humanoid thugu strong

GANTZ ITEMS (players can get them from gantz if they manage to keep them after the 10 years pass but are like any object, the ones brought here respawn if destroyed or completely lost). If there is a all are discounted for humans

(200)GANTZ suit: a skin-tight bodysuit which is attuned to an individual body. These suits provide the wearer with incredible strength, speed, endurance, and the ability to jump very high, as well as land without problems thanks to the shoes. It also provides the wearer protection to his body, even to the fully exposed head. Large caliber bullet rounds to the face don’t even bruise. When overexterting, the suit’s artificial muscle will bulge, after the overdrive it will shut itself for a couple of minutes.

(200)Controller: a device used to track the targets, displaying the targets as well as fellow team mates on its screen, the radar is not very precise on the exact number and location of the targets. They allow
for changing of one’s frequency, rendering them invisible to those not on the same frequency. It is possible to counter this effect by wearing special glasses or contacts, designed for this purpose. They also display the time left in a mission and display the boundaries of the mission area.

(300)X “gun” : a pistol shaped weapon given to the “hunters”. It has a screen capable of displaying an x-ray view. Has also two triggers, the first one will make the tube shaped barrel lit in a flash of light, “marking” whatever is in front of it, the second will “detonate” marked targets from the inside out.

(300)X “shotgun” : a rifle shaped weapon given to the “hunters”. It has a screen capable of displaying an x-ray view. Has also two triggers, the first one will make the tube shaped barrel lit in a flash of light, “marking” whatever is in front of it, the second will “detonate” marked targets from the inside out. This weapon has one kilometer range, and has more power and spread than the X-gun.

(200)Y “gun” : a pistol-like weapon given to the “hunters”. It resembles a generic gun with three barrels in a triangular pattern. When fired, three projectiles connected by some kind of light string are shot, these will entangle the target before turning downwards and drilling themselves in the ground, holding target while this is transported somewhere. The strings are not unbreakable.

(200)GANTZ sword : a blade given to the “hunters”. It is has a black blade, handle and guard, the last one being rather bulky. It is extremely resistant and its absurdly sharp edge never seems to dull, however the real abnormality lies in that the blade can extend as far as 10 meters, of course this length requiring superhuman strength from the wielder.

=================100-point menu===================

(400)H/z “gun” : a huge weapon made up by two by two parallel bodies connected by the handle. Upon firing the trigger, the target will instantly experience an enormous gravitational pressure in a circle of ~2 meters diameter. This is more than enough to pulp most beings into a blood puddle, cutting limbs clean from the body and leaving a clear cut circle of compressed concrete on the floor.

(400)Hard suit : the more advanced Gantz suit it’s a huge armed suit, with many tentacle-like cables on the back that can connect to compatible transports, facilitating their driving. It is far stronger and much more resistant than the normal suit, has a built in X-ray scanner, a beam weapon in its palms, and sharp swords protruding out from the back of the elbows. It completely conceals the body of the wearer, leaving no point open for attack. The wearer can also unhook their arms from the larger robotic arms so they can use weapons and equipment as well as use the arms without the whole suit.

(400)Gantz bike: a type of monowheel, with a seat for a driver and a rider, its own radar, and the ability to go into stealth mode. It can travel at great velocity.
(400) Flying **GANTZ bike**: An upgrade from the original vehicle, docking the vehicle inside this horizontal black ring gives it the capacity of flight. (requires GANTZ bike purchased)

(600) **Mecha**: A building-sized robot controlled by a hunter on a modified flying Gantz bike. The mech is controlled by the cables on the back of the advanced Gantz Suit while sitting on its “head”. It can also move around in stealth mode, invisible to all. Upon calling to it, it will be “beamed” to your location in the span of five minutes. (requires flying GANTZ bike purchased)

(600) **Mega-Mecha**: Remember the GANTZ mecha? Well this mecha could pick it up and throw it like a marble at pretty much anything else! It’s size dwarfed the giant aliens buildings so you have an idea of how much robot are we talking here. Upon calling to it, it will be “beamed” to your location in the span of ten minutes (requires GANTZ Mecha purchased)

===============================================

(0) **An actual god damn epilogue**: an extra volume of GANTZ that actually wraps shit up.

**DRAWBACKS**

**Playing the game**

Three days after your arrival to this world you will die, but only to find yourself in a room with a black sphere. From the on you will be part of GANTZ game. Every other night you will have to arm yourself to hunt aliens for some mysterious reason. Should you expose this situation or the technology lent to you, at least before the rumored catastrophe, a chip grafted in your brain will kill you.

**What the hell is everyone made of?**

No really, it feels as if everyone you actually care about is made out of some sort of easy break putty. Strong enough hits can actually cut their limbs clean off. All the damage you and yours receive will be even more grievous than it should, don’t except the suits to do much about it.

**And what the hell are they made of?**
Are your weapons messed up? No they work fine, it’s your enemies who seem to just shrug off the damage you cause or recover incredibly fast from it. You can expect any enemy to take at least twice the effort to put down.

Am I the only sane motherfucker in the room or what?

Your team sucks there’s like a panda or something and it’s all dysfunction junction. Even if they die they are likely to be replaced by equally useless people. Criminals, idiots, wannabe yakuza, children, elderly, divas and more. You’d better get used to do all by yourself because you will be the only competent person the team.

I’m surrounded by idiots...

Well, at least you won’t have to worry about anyone discovering your little alien hunting group for a while. People will probably shrug it out as a filming or “CG”. But any attempt to good will get the same treatment: yelling that they are about to be overrun by a horde of monsters will just get you annoyed looks and a few comments on “crazy otaku”. The opposite is truth too, people is extremely gullible to whatever aliens say. And don’t even get me started on the newbie hunters...

You sick bastard

You have some really messed up urges. Maybe you are a junkie, maybe a nymphomaniac, or maybe just plain want to see something blowing up in a gory way. If only you had a way to release the day today ‘stress’... well there’s that secret alien killing club but I don’t think it will last more than a year... meh just remember that indulgence causes tolerance build up.

Butt ugly ayy lmao

Even if you are still human, you very much look like bad attempt at passing for human. Like if a guy in a cheap monster suit tried to put a cheap human suit over it. If you are really an alien, your disguise will have a hard time tricking anyone, even the densest of fools.

Hunted by the GANTZ

Well, you are technically an alien here you know? In any case, the GANTZ system as you marked as a target. Expect hunters to try and get you every month.

The fabled 500-pointer

We both know you are not from this earth, but this is ridiculous. The Nurarihyon is the only alien to ever be seen as a 100-pointer. Expect to be the prime target of GANTZ men at least twice a week,
remember, should they survive their counters will reset, giving them even more reason to hunt you down.

Find out what the fuck really where do the Y gun sends shit

END